Tailored Tapwater™ Quick Install Guide
(Video At www.hydroviv.com/installation)
1. Identify the cold water shutoff valve by turning on the
faucet cold water, and seeing which shutoff valve makes
the water flow stop (usually on the right). Keep the water
off during installation.
2. Hold the valve securely with your hand while using the
wrench to loosen the nut on the faucet cold water line.

3. Slide the plastic ring on included plastic tube so it is 1/4
inch from the brass-reinforced end of the tube. Connect
this end of the tube to the cold water shutoff valve with the
metal nut. Tighten the nut to “finger tight”plus an
additional full turn with a wrench.
4. Find a location in the cabinet where the hoses will easily
reach Tailored Tapwater without crimping or tight bends
in the tube. A good place to put the system is often on the
cabinet sidewall closest to the cold water shutoff valve.

5. Connect the faucet cold water line to the brass fitting on
Tailored Tapwater. The nut should be tightened to “finger
tight,”plus an additional turn with a wrench.
6. Firmly insert the plastic tube into the white fitting until the
tube bottoms out. Tug the plastic tube to set the connection.
7. Restore the cold water flow by turning the cold water valve
counter-clockwise. When the water is turned on the first
time, it is normal to hear a “whooshing”noise as air goes
through, and for the first bit of water to be dark.
8. Run water through the system for 3 minutes to properly flush
the cartridge. For the first day or two, the water may appear
cloudy from tiny air bubbles as they are expelled from the
cartridge. This is temporary, and the water is safe to drink!
9. Check the system periodically for leaks. We also recommend
using a leak detector to be on the safe side.
10. Do not worry if the flow rate is a little bit slower initially,
because it increases over the first week as the filter breaks in.

We’re Here To Help Through Email, FaceTime, and Skype!
Contact support@hydroviv.com

